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(57) Abstract: A centrifuge (10) including a first rotatable mechanism (60) having a rotation axis with a fluid retentive housing

(20) being coaxially mounted on the first rotatable mechanism for co-rotation therewith; a second rotatable mechanism (90) having

a rotation axis with the first and second rotatable mechanisms being coaxially interconnected for co-rotation around a common axis;

and fluid tubing (70) connected to the axis of the fluid retentive housing and having a distal length that extends axially outwardly

from the fluid retentive housing. A support arm (50) is mounted to the second rotauble mechanism, a support tube (80) receives

therethrough at least a part of the distal length of the fluid tubing, and a bearing member (82) rotatably supports the support tube in

the support arm, whereby upon rotation of the first and second rotatable mechanisms, the fluid tubing is free to one of rotate wiih

and rotate relative to the suppoa tube.
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CIRCUMFERENTIALLY DRIVEN CONTINUOUS FLOW CENTRIFUGE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to centrifuge apparati and more particularly to a

5 centrifuge which works in conjunction with a cassette, rotor or other device having fluid

retentive chambers and fluid flow tubing fixedly attached to the axis of the device.

In the context of mechanisms which have come to be known as continuous flow

centrifuges, when a length of tubing is fixedly attached to the rotation axis of a device which

contains the fluid material to be centrifuged, the entire length oftubing must be rotated by

10 use of rotary seals or some other means to avoid twisting the tubing. A well known method

for avoiding the use of rotary seals is to curve the length of tubing outwardly from the axis

and around the outer edge of the circumference of the rotor, cassettes or the like and, to rotate

the tubing in an orbital fashion around the rotor/cassette at one-half times the rotational speed

of the rotor/cassette itself Such a method for eliminating tube twisting and apparati therefore

15 are disclosed, for example, in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,216,770, 4,419,089 and 4,389,206.

Problems inherent in such prior apparatuses which orbit the fluid flow tubing around

the axis of centrifuge rotation are that the axis of rotation is disposed vertically, the tubing is

routed through an axial shaft and the apparatus is driven by driving an axial shaft which

requires a high aspect ratio and an elongated shaft which limit the rotational speed, render the

20 apparatus instable and limits the ability ofthe user to mount a second cassette, rotor or the

like on opposing sides of the chuck component of the apparatus.

In accordance with the foregoing, reference is also made to U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,048

that provides a centrifuge for rotating a fluid retentive housing having fluid input and output

tubing fixedly connected to a rotation axis of the fluid retentive housing, the centrifuge

25 comprising: a frame; a first rotatable mechanism having a rotation axis, the fluid retentive

housing being coaxially mounted thereon for co-rotation therewith; a second rotatable

mechanism having a rotation axis, the first and second rotation mechanism being coaxially

moimted on the frame; the second rotatable mechanism having an outer circumferential

s\irface engaged with a drive mechanism, the drive mechanism driving the outer

30 circumferential surface such that the second rotatable mechanism rotates at a selected

rotational speed X; the first rotatable mechanism being interconnected to the second rotatable

mechanism such that the first rotatable mechanism rotates simultaneously with the second
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rotatable mechanism at a rotational speed of 2X.

The second rotatable mechanism includes a seat for holding a distal length of the

output tubing which extends from the axis of the fluid retentive housing, wherein the distal

length of the output tubing held by the seat is rotated around the rotation axis at the same

5 rotational speed as the second rotatable mechanism. One of the problems associated with

such an arrangement is that there is continuous friction between the tubing and the seat.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided an

improvement in a centrifuge, and, in particular, an improvement relating to fluid tubing by

10 the support thereof In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a centrifuge

for rotating a fluid retentive housing such that one or more selected materials suspended in a

fluid retained within the housing centrifixged upon rotation of the housing. The centrifuge

includes a first rotatable mechanism having a rotation access with the fluid retentive housing

being coaxially mounted on the first rotatable mechanism for co-rotation therewith. There is

1 5 also provided a second rotatable mechanism having a rotation axis with the first and second

rotatable mechanisms being coaxially interconnected for co-rotation around a common axis.

Fluid tubing connected to the axis of the fluid retentive housing has a distal length that

extends axially outwardly from the fluid retentive housing. In accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention, the improvement comprises a support arm mounted to

20 the second rotatable mechanism, a support tube for receiving therethrough at least part of the

distal length of the fluid tubing, and a bearing member for rotatably supporting the support

tube in said support arm whereby upon rotation of the first and second rotation mechanisms,

the fluid tubing is free to either rotate with or rotate relative to the support tube so as to

minimize friction between the fluid tubing and the support therefor.

25 In accordance with another embodiment ofthe present invention, there is provided a

multi-lumen rope comprising a plurality of elongated tubes for delivering one or more fluids

between a first fluid containing mechanism and a fluid receiving rotatably driven rotor. One

end of the rope is attached to the center of the driven rotor and the other end of the rope is

attached to the first fluid retaining mechanism. The first fluid retaining mechanism is

30 mounted on an opposing side of the rotor such that the point of attachment of the other end of

the rope is substantially coaxial with an axis of the rotor. The aforementioned elongated

tubes may comprise at least one tube disposed of in a spiral wrap. This may be either a single
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strand or a multi-strand wrap and may be either in a coimterclockwise or clockwise direction.

And also, in a single strand or a multi-strand, at one end the spiral wrap may be clockwise

while at the other end counterclockwise and also optionally have a straight section

therebetween,

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a centrifuge apparatus according to the invention;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a portion of the apparatus of FIG. 1, particularly, the

support arm;

FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view showing the support arm with end guides and

10 the fluid retentive housing with fluid tubing;

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view showing the components of the fluid retentive

housing and fluid tubing; and

FIGS. 5A-5H disclose various separate embodiments of the fluid tubing or multi-

lumen rope as in accordance with the present invention.

15 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shows a centrifuge apparatus 10, the basic construction ofwhich may be

substantially the same as that described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,048. As far as the invention of

the present invention is concemed, this relates more to the tubing 70, and, in particular, its

support from the centrifuge apparatus 10. The support includes the support ann 50 as well as

20 its guide members 52 and 54.

As indicated previously, the basic structure of the centrifuge apparatus 10 may be the

same as that described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,048. U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,048 is thus hereby

now incorporated by reference herein. This apparatus includes a bag set 20. This may also

be referred to as a self-contained flxiid retentive centrifuge cassette or rotor which is mounted

25 on an inner-rotatable chuck 60. The bag set 20, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3, has fluid input

and output 70 coaxially and fixedly attached to the axis 40 of the cassette 20. As shown, the

cassette is mounted on the chuck 60 such that it's rotation axis is coaxial along common axis

40. Thus, as the chuck 60 rotates, the fixedly attached tubing 70 co-rotates therewith. As

shown, there is a length 72 of the tubing 70 which extends axially outwardly from the area of

30 the fixed attachment 71 . The length 72 of tubing is curved axially backwardly toward and

extends through a radially outer, separately rotatable pulley 90 which rotates, by virtue of a

gear train interconnecting the pulley 90 and the chuck 60 at a speed ofXRPM while the
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chuck rotates at a speed of2XRPM. Again, reference is made to U.S. Pat No. 5,665,048

which is incorporated by reference herein regarding the operation of the chuck and pulley

arrangement. FIG. 1 actually shows the cutaway section mdicating the chuck 60 and a

further cutaway section showing a gear 91, part of the aforementioned gear train.

In operation, as the pulley 90 rotates, the backwardly curved length 72 of the tubing is

rotated around axis 40 at a rate ofXRPM while the fixedly attached end 71 of the tubing 70 is

actually rotated at a rate of 2XRPM. This phenomenon is well known in the art as enabling

the tubing 70 to avoid twisting around its axis even as the cassette 20 and the chuck 60 forced

the tubing 70, 71 to be axially rotated. A fuller description of this phenomenon is described

in U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,048 as well as in U.S. Pat. No. RE29,738 (3, 586, 413) (Adams).

Now, reference is further made to FIGS. 2 and 3 which illustrate the support arm 50.

The support arm 50 at its central section 56, is fixedly attached to an inner-periphery of the

pulley 90. Thus, the support arm 50 rotates with the Hub 90.

The support arm 50 is of elongated shape and extends on either side of the centrifuge

apparatus 10, as illustrated in FIG. 1 . As illustrated in FIG. 2, the support arm 50 has an

elongated channel 58 which receives the support tube 80. The support tube 80 is actually

supported in the channel 58 by means ofa pah of bearings 82 illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4.

Each of these bearings is accommodated in a corresponding recess 84 at opposite ends of the

support arm, as illustrated in FIG. 2.

Thus, the support arm 50 is fixedly attached to the pulley 90, the support tube 80 is

supported within the channel and support arm by means of bearings 82 and then the fluid

tubing 70 extends through the support tube 80, but in this regard, FIG. 1 shows all of these

various components in their final assembled state. The fluid tubing 70 is shown being guided

by a C-shaped guide member 52 into one end of the support tube 80. At the other end of the

support tube, the fluid tubing length 72 extends out of the support tube and into the S-shaped

tubing guide 54, as also illustrated in FIG. 1

.

When the fluid tubing is in the form of a multi-lumen rope, embodiments ofwhich

will be described hereinafter, the elements of the rope furthest from the access of rotation

exert large forces against the supporting surface and consequently produce large frictional

forces unpedmg the twists reqmred to make the slip rope function. It has been found that the

following perimeters are desirable for proper operation of a multi-lumen skip rope;
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1) strong but flexible skip rope assembly;

2) ability to transmit torque without damage to the rope;

3) low friction between rope and supports particularly far from the rotational axis

where the g-field is high.

5 Parameters 1 and 2 are generally met by selecting relatively small diameter, high

durometer thermoplastic tubing. Gluing methods and fixtures were used so that an assembly

of at least 9 lumens could be well fabricated with very uniform tubing lay and therefore

stiffiiess and strength. This assembly is of a spiral wrapped construction to improve

uniformity.

10 Reference is also now made to FIGS. 5A-5H for various designs of the rope. FIG. 5A

shows a single strand lOOA counterclockwise wrap while FIG. 5B shows a multi-strand lOOB

counterclockwise wrap. FIG. 5C shows a single strand lOOC clockwise wrap, while FIG. 5D

shows a multi-strand lOOD clockwise wrap. Through testing and observation, it is found that

the two ends ofthe skip rope behave asymmetrically. This is due to the fact that one end is

15 twisting clockwise and the other end coxmterclockwise. One end tends to twist up while the

other end untwists. Thus, it has been found that in accordance with one embodiment, dxiring

the rope fabrication, the twist direction may be reversed in mid-rope. In this regard, refer to

FIGS. 5A, 5F and 5H. It is noted that a small section of the rope in the middle has no twist.

By doing so, one may install the rope so that both ends see the same twisting condition. The

20 rope may be installed so that both ends twist up to yield maximum torque stif&iess so that

both ends untwist to produce minimum restriction to fluid flow in the tubes.

In accordance with the present invention, in order to provide the desired low friction,

relating to the fluid tubing, it is noted that portions of the skip rope progress through curved

supports from the access of rotation from the periphery where the rope is guided through very

25 smooth, Teflon, hard coated aluminum parts. Please refer to FIG. 3 and guide members 52

and 54. That in these areas, the co-efficient of fiiction between the skip rope and the guides

is preferably less than 0.2.

The portion of the skip rope at the maximum radius from the center of rotation is a

straight section of various lengths. This section can be very important to the overall torque

30 needed to twist the rope. Indeed the weight of the skip rope assembly (plus fluids if it is

filled) is increased by the G-field which may be a multiplier of 1,000 or more. To reduce the

torque needed to drive the twisting motion, this section of skip rope is supported by the
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aforementioned support tube 80. This is preferably a stiff tube of either metal of structural

plastic. The stiff tube is itself supported by the aforementioned low friction bearings 82

allowing fiill rotation about its own axis. This reduces the torque needed to drive this region

of the skip rope assembly to very nearly zero. This structure of the support tube and

bearings, provides an advantageous support for the length of fluid tubing or lumen between

the guides 52 and 54. Because the support tube is free to rotate, upon rotation of the

members such as 60 and 90 in FIG. 1 , in other words first and second rotation mechanisms,

the fluid tubing is free to either rotate with or rotate relative to the support tube.

Another characteristic of the present invention relates to the construction of the multi-

lumen rope itself, as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 5B. This may be comprised of a

plurality of at least eight lumens lOOB about a center lumen 102B. The center limien 102B is

straight ^^ilile the other peripheral lumens wrap, such as illustrated in FIG. 5B. The center

lumen 102B may be an expresser tube while the lumens 1 OOB may be processing tubes. Put

another way, the tube 102B may be an input tubing and tubings lOOB may be output tubings.

The input and output tubings may be also reversed.

It will now be apparent to those skilled in the art that other embodiments,

improvements, details and uses can be made consistent with the letter and spirit of the

foregoing disclosure and within the scope of this patent, which is limited only by the

following claims, construed in accordance with the patent law, including the doctrine of

equivalents.

What is claimed is:
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CLAIMS

1 . In a centrifuge for rotating a fluid retentive housing such that one or more

selected materials suspended in a fluid retained within the housing are centrifiiged upon

rotation of the housmg, said centrifuge including: a first rotatable mechanism having a

5 rotation axis with the fluid retentive housing being coaxially mounted on the first rotatable

mechanism for co-rotation therewith; a second rotatable mechanism having a rotation axis

with the first and second rotatable mechanisms being coaxially interconnected for co-rotation

around a common axis; fluid tubing connected to the axis of the fluid retentive housing and

having a distal length that extends axially outwardly firom the fluid retentive housing; the

10 improvement comprising;

a support arm mounted to the second rotatable mechanism.

a support tube for receiving therethrough at least part of the distal length of said fluid

tubing,

and a bearing member for rotatably supporting said support tube in said support arm,

15 whereby upon rotation of said first and second rotation mechanisms said fluid tubing

is free to one ofrotate with and rotate relative to said support tube.

2. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 1, wherein said support arm extends to

either side of said first and second rotatable mechanisms.

3. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 1, wherein said support arm includes a

20 longitudinal chaimel for receiving said support tube.

4. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 3, wherein said support arm also includes

oppositely disposed recesses for receiving said bearing member.

5. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 4, wherein said bearing member comprises

a pair of oppositely disposed bearings received in said recesses of said support arm and for

25 supporting opposite ends of said support tube.

6. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 5, including an input guide member

secured to one side of said support arm.

7. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 6, including an output guide member

secured to an opposite end of said support arm.

30 8. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 1 , including an input guide member

secured to one side of said support arm.
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9. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 8, including an output guide member

secured to an opposite end of said support arm.

10. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said fluid tubing comprises a

high durometer methane tubing.

5 11. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 1 , further including guide members at both

ends of said support arm.

12. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 11, wherein said pair of guide members are

each smooth, Teflon, hardcoated, aluminum members.

13. A multi-lumen rope comprising a plurality of elongated tubes for delivering

10 one or more fluids between a first fluid containing mechanism and a fluid receiving rotatably

driven rotor, one end of the rope being attached to the center of the driven rotor, the other end

ofthe rope being attached to the first fluid retaining mechanism, the first fluid retaining

mechanism being mounted on an opposing side of the rotor and such that the point of

attachment of the other end of the rope is substantially coaxial v^th an axis ofthe rotor, said

15 elongated tubes comprising at least one tube disposed in a spiral wrap.

1 4. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 1 3, wherein said pixirality oftubes

include a center expresser tube and a plurality of peripheral processing tubes.

15. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 14, wherein said spiral wrap is

counterclockwise.

20 16. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 14, wherein said spiral wrap is

clockwise.

17. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 13, wherein one end of the rope has a

right hand tv^st and the other end of the rope has a left hand twist.

18. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 1 7, wherein a section of the rope in

25 the middle has no twist.

19. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 1 3, wherein the rope is installed so

that both ends twist up to yield maximum tortional stiffness.

20. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 13, wherein the rope is installed so

that both ends untwist to produce minimum restriction to fluid flow in the tubes.
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21. A multi-lumen rope comprising a plurality of elongated tubes for delivering

one or more fluids between a first fluid containing mechanism and a fluid receiving rotatably

driven rotor, one end of the rope being attached to the center of the driven rotor, the other end

of the rope being attached to the first fluid retaining mechanism, the first fluid retaining

mechanism being mounted on an opposing side of the rotor and such that the point of

attachment of the other end of the rope is substantially coaxial with an axis of the rotor, a

support arm rotatabie with the rotor, a support tube for receiving therethrough at least part of

the distal length of the elongated tubes, and a bearing member for rotatably supporting said

support tube in said support arm.

22. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 2 1 , wherein said support arm has a

channel for receiving said support tube and opposite recesses for receiving a pair of bearings

that comprise said bearing member.

23. A multi-lumen rope as set forth in claim 22, further including an input guide

member secured to one end of said support arm and an output guide member secured to the

other end of said support arm.

24. A centrifuge for rotating a fluid retentive housing having fluid input and

output tubing fixedly connected to a rotation axis of the fluid retentive housing, the centrifiige

comprising:

afi-ame;

a first rotatabie mechanism having a rotation axis and a first diameter, the fluid

retentive housing being coaxially mounted on the first rotatabie mechanism for co-rotation

therewith;

a second rotatabie mechanism having a rotation axis and a second diameter greater

than the first diameter, the first and second rotatabie mechanisms being coaxially moimted on

the frame;

the second rotatabie mechanism having an outer circumferential surface engaged with

a drive mechanism, the drive mechanism driving the outer circumferential surface such that

the second rotatabie mechanism rotates at a selected rotational speed X;

the first rotatabie mechanism being interconnected to the second rotatabie mechanism such

that the first rotatabie mechanism rotates simultaneously with the second rotatabie

mechanism at a rotational speed of 2X,
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a support arm mounted to the second rotatable mechanism,

a support tube for receiving therethrough at least part of the distal length of said fluid

tubing,

and a bearing member for rotatably supporting said support tube in said support arm,

whereby upon rotation of said first and second rotation mechanisms said fluid tubing

is fi-ee to one of rotate with and rotate relative to said support tube.

25. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 24, wherein said support arm has a channel

for receiving said support tube and opposite recesses for receiving a pair of bearings that

comprise said bearing member.

26. In a centrifuge as set forth in claim 25, further including an input guide

member secured to one end of said support arm and an output guide member secured to the

other end of said support arm.
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